
If you like ...
Westerns

You Might Like...
Lonesome Dove by Larry McMurtry (FIC MCMURTRY, L.)
Journey to the dusty little Texas town of Lonesome Dove and meet an unforgettable assortment
of heroes and outlaws, whores and ladies, Indians and settlers. Richly authentic, beautifully
written, always dramatic, Lonesome Dove is a book to make us laugh, weep, dream, and
remember.

True Grit by Charles Portis (FIC PORTIS, C.)
Blood Meridian by Cormac McCarthy (FIC MCCARTHY, C.)
Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee by Dee Brown (970.1 BRO)
The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck (FIC STEINBECK, J.)

The Sisters Brothers by Patrick DeWitt (FIC DEWITT, P.)
The Gunslinger by Stephen King (FIC KING, S.)

Riders of the Purple Sage by Zane Grey (FIC ZANE, G.)
Hondo by Louis L’Amour (FIC L’AMOUR, L.)

Appaloosa by Robert B. Parker (FIC PARKER, R.)
When Virgil Cole and Everett Hitch arrive in Appaloosa, they find a small, dusty town suffering at the
hands of renegade rancher Randall Bragg, a man who has so little regard for the law that he has taken

supplies, horses, and women for his own and left the city marshal and one of his deputies for dead. Cole and
Hitch, itinerant lawmen, are used to cleaning up after opportunistic thieves, but in Bragg they find an
unusually wily adversary-one who raises the stakes by playing not with the rules, but with emotions.

  

The Son by Philip Meyer (FIC MEYER, P.)
The Virginian by Owen Wister (FIC WISTER, O.)
Texas Destiny by Lorraine Heath (FIC HEAH, L.)
Comanche Moon by Catherine Anderson (FIC ANDERSON, C.)
Loretta Simpson, a prisoner of the Comanches since the brutal murder of her
parents at their hands, fights her attraction to Hunter, a Comanche warrior
who believes she is the golden-haired maiden who is to fulfill his tribe's sacred
prophecy.

Under a Painted Sky by Stacey Lee (FIC LEE, S.)


